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Isothermal-thermogravimetric analyses were used to obtain kinetic data on the CF~ 
decomposition. Weight of sample vs. time curves were obtained for compounds having 
stoichiometries CF0.61, CF0.96, CF1.0s, and CF1.12 for several different temperatures 
over the range 450-  650 ~ and in both a nitrogen atmosphere and in vacuum. A small 
percentage of fluorine in the atmosphere was shown to strongly inhibit thermal de- 
composition. 

These experimental results were fit to various theoretical models and it was found 
that a satisfactory fit was obtained by use of the Avrami equation, -- ln(1 -- e) = (kt) n, 
where e is the extent of reaction, k is an apparent rate constant, and n is an apparent 
reaction order. The value n = 2.0 was indicated which corresponds to planar growth 
of the decomposed phase. 

This information was combined with analytical data for the gaseous and solid prod- 
ucts of decomposition to formulate a detailed mechanism. 

A series o f  crystal l ine f luorocarbons  with fo rmulas  varying cont inuous ly  f rom 
CFx_~0. 0 to  CFx=l.12 have been prepared .  The  color  of  this non-s to ich iomet r ic  
c o m p o u n d  varies with fluorine content  and  ranges  f rom b lack  for  f luor ine /carbon 
ra t ios  up  to  a b o u t  0.9, to g ray  f rom 0.9 to 1.0, to white above  1.0. A grayish  
p roduc t  with the  compos i t ion  CF0.9.~ was first p repa red  by  Ruff  and  Bretschnieder  
[1] in 1933, by  hea t ing  graphi te ,  in a s t ream of  fluorine gas, to 4 2 0 - 4 6 0 .  ~ La te r  
work  ind ica ted  tha t  the p roduc t  was of  var iab le  compos i t ion  [2] and  depended  
on  reac t ion  tempera ture ,  reac t ion  t ime,  and  the source o f  the or iginal  graphi te .  

In  this l abora to ry ,  the  highest  f luorine content  a t ta ined  in a h igh- tempera tu re  
reac t ion  between gaseous f luorine at  one a tmosphe re  and  graphi te ,  is quite repro-  
ducib le  and  cor responds  to a s to ich iomet ry  o f  CFla2. The  condi t ions  for  p repa r ing  
this compos i t i on  o f  C F  x are  a t empera tu re  of  627 ~ and at  least  1.5 t imes as m a n y  
moles  o f  F 2 as moles  o f  ca rbon .  

The  difficulties encountered  in growing single crystals  o f  CFx have  resulted in 
a m b i g u o u s  in te rpre ta t ions  of  s t ructura l  da t a  as der ived f rom X-ray  powder  
dif f ract ion [3], solid state N M R  [4], and  I R  spect roscopy.  Basical ly the crysta l l ine  
s t ructure  consists  o f  fused cyclohexane- l ike  ca rbon  rings wi th  f luorine a toms  

* Abstracted in part from the Ph .D.  thesis of Peter Kamarchik, Jr. Rice University, 
Houston, Texas, May, 1976. 
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occupying the four th  coo rd ina t i on  site on  each of  the  sp3-hybridized c a r b o n  
atoms.  In f r a red  da t a  have ind ica ted  t h a t  the  number  of  c a r b o n  sites which  a re  
doub ly  f luor ina ted  increases wi th  increasing F / C  ra t io .  F igures  1 and  2 show 
suggested structures.  La t t i ce  d imens ions  for  the  " c h a i r "  s t ructure  a re  a 0 = bo = 

~'tC o F  

Fig. 1. Structure of "chair" CF x. a and c indicate the hexagonal lattice dimensions 

IIC OF 

Fig. 2 Structure of "boat" CFx. a, b and c indicate the orthorhombic lattice dimensions 

= 2.53 A ;  Co = 5.76 A ;  ? = 118.8~ and  for  the  " 'boa t"  s t ructure  are ao = 2.47 A ;  
bo = 4 .11A;  and  c o - 5.76 A.  The  quest ion o f  whether  or  no t  the  cyclohexane-  
l ike rings are  all  in the  " c h a i r "  or  " b o a t "  conf igura t ion  or  some c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  
these is no t  comple te ly  resolved.  The poss ib i l i ty  o f  the presence of  F~-  or  F~-  
in te rca la ted  between C~ + layers is also still under  cons idera t ion .  
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There has recently been a great deal of interest in CF~ from a practical stand- 
point. It has been shown to be a superior lubricant [5] under extreme conditions 
of high temperature and high vacuum. It has also been used quite successfully 
as a cathodic depolarizer in high energy density batteries [6] and has been used 
as a gaschromatographic stationary phase [7]. Many of these applications have 
been hampered by the lack of information about the high temperature reactivity 
of this compound. 

The present studies should also help to elucidate the complex problems encoun- 
tered in kinetic studies of solid state reactions. The structure of CFx, a pseudo-two- 
dimensional crystal, presents an excellent opportunity to test some theoretical 
models, such as Avrami's model [8] for plate-like growth of product phase. 

Experimental 

Isothermal-thermogravimetric analyses were carried out using an Ainsworth 
Type RVA-AU-2 recording micro-balance coupled with a Bristol model 560 strip 
chart recorder. The samples were contained in an alumina cell and suspended 
from the balance arm by means of the thermocouple wires. Thermal contact was 
maintained between a Pt/10 ~Rh-Pt thermocouple and the samples being decom- 
posed. The E M F  of this thermocouple was monitored by the second pen on the 
chart recorder to provide a dual trace of weight of sample and temperature as 
functions of time. 

Experiments were carried out in both a nitrogen atmosphere and in a vacuum 
of less than 10 -4 torr. Samples of composition CF1.12, CF1.08, CF0.96, and CF0.61 
were decomposed at several temperatures in the range 450-650 ~ . These samples 
were prepared using Union Carbide SP-2 grade synthetic graphite and Allied 
Chemicals fluorine which had been passed through a sodium fluoride filled trap 
to eliminate HF. The preparation followed the procedures described in previous 
publications [9]. 

Analyses of the gaseous products were carried out by means of matrix-isolation 
infrared spectroscopy because of the possibility of producing short-lived, highly 
reactive species such as CF monomer, difluoroacetylene, or CF 2. In this technique, 
a CFx sample was heated in an open-ended furnace inside the vacuum chamber of 
the matrix apparatus. The evolved gases were directed to a copper surface, which 
was cooled by liquid helium to about 12 K, where the gases were co-condensed 
with nitrogen. In this way reactive species were effectively isolated from one 
another by an inert matrix and could be studied by IR or other spectroscopy. 
A detailed description of the apparatus has been published [10]. 

Besides allowing the observation of very reactive species, this technique offers 
advantages in the identification of stable molecules. At the low temperatures 
used for the trapping, all molecular rotations except those for a few small hydrides 
are quenched, which considerably decreases the width of the absorption bands. 
The extreme sharpness of the bands allows for very accurate measurement of 
positions and therefore unambiguous identification of the products. 
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Resu l t s  and d i scuss ion  

Kinetics 

The data  obta ined from the thermo-balance  are in the form of the weight of 
the sample plus boa t  assembly as a funct ion of time. These data  were used to 
calculate "extent  of react ion"  versus t ime curves. The extent of react ion was 
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of CFI.~ at 565 ~ under vacuum 

Table 1 

Maximum decomposition rates for some CFx samples at selected 
temperatures 

Temperature, Maximum* 
Sample Atmosphere ~ C Rate 

CF1.12 

CF1.12 
CFLIz 
CF1.12 
CF~.12 
CF1.12 
CF1.08 
CF1.08 
CFLos 
CFo.96 
CFo.96 
CFo.~6 
CFo.~I 
CFo,61 

Wac 

Vac 
Vac 
N2 
N~ 
N~ 
N2 
N~ 
N2 
Vac 
Vac 
Vac 
Vac 
Vac 

565 
624 
657 
550 
587 
639 
520 
576 
651 
465 
527 
540 
555 
583 

.0013 

.0130 

.0452 

.0012 

.0037 

.0411 

.0014 

.0045 

.0705 

.0006 

.0078 

.0183 

.0281 

.1125 

* Percentage extent of reaction per minute 
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defined as the fraction obtained by dividing the weight loss at any time by the 
total weight loss, for that sample in the limit of very long decomposition time: 

w i - w t  
Extent of reaction = et - 

w i -  wf 

where a t is the extent of reaction at time t; W~ is the initial weight; W t is the weight- 
at time t; and Wf is the final weight. Examples of these curves are shown in Figs 
3 and 4. Maximum rates are given in Table 1. 

A 
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Time ~ rain 

Fig. 4. Decompos i t ion  of  CF1.12 at 657 ~ under  vacuum 

These kinetic data were fit to the Avrami-Erofeyev  equation [8] 

- I n  (1 - a) = (k t )  n 

where k is an apparent rate constant and n is a constant which depends on the 
dimensionality of growth along the reactant-product interface. 

By plotting In [ - I n  (1 - ~)] vs. In t and taking the slope of this line, values for 
the exponent, n, were determined. The value n = 2 was indicated this was substi- 
tuted into the equation. 

[ - I n  (1 - ~)]1/, = k t  

This function was plotted versus time. Examples of these plots are shown in Figs 5, 
6 and 7. The good linearity of these plots indicates that n = 2 is the correct choice 
for this exponent. 

Avrami [8] has shown that the value n = 2 corresponds to either: (1) two dimen- 
sional growth of nuclei where the kinetics are governed by the growth of nuclei 
and not by their formation or (2) one dimensional growth of nuclei where the 
kinetics are governed by the nucleation process. The former is generally taken as 
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the deceleratory part of two-dimensional-growth kinetic curves and the later as 
the acceleratory part of one-dimensional-growth kinetic curves. The curves here 
are therefore taken to be almost wholly deceleratory. This is especially true at the 
higher temperatures. 

Considering the layered structure of CF~, a two dimensional growth of product- 
reactant interface seems quite reasonable. The later parts of the curves do not 
strictly fit the Avrami equation with n = 2; however, the rate controlling mecha- 

A 
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0.6 

0.4 

0.2-- 

3_ I 
100 200 

T ime ,  rain 

Fig. 5. [--In(1 --  ~)]1/2 vs .  t ime for CFz, z~ at 564 ~ under N~ 
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Fig. 6. [ - - l n ( l  - -  *t)]l[ 2 vs .  t ime for CFx.12 at 549 ~ under N2 
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nism may be different in the later part of the decomposition as will be discussed 
in more detail below. 

The slopes of the lines in the [ - I n  (1 - ~)]l/n vs. t plots are apparent rate 
constants. These were used to construct Arrhenius plots, examples of which, are 
shown in Figs 8 and 9. The resulting activation energies are given in Table 2. 
The physical significance of activation energies obtained in these kinds of calcula- 
tions is not clearly determined, but they have been shown [11 ] to give some idea 

- 3 0  
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I I I 4010~. 
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Time ~ min 

Fig. 7. [ -- ln(1 -- ~t)]l/2 vs .  t ime for CFo.96 at 506 ~ under vacuum 
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Fig. 8. Arrhenius plot for CF1.12 decomposit ion under vacuum 
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Table 2 

Activation energies of CF• decomposition 

Sample En, kcal/mole 

CF1.12 
in Nitrogen 

CFlaz 
in Vacuum 

CFl.o8 
in Nitrogen 

CFo.9~ 
in Vacuum 

CFo. 61 
in Nitrogen 

50.9_. 4.2 

61.0-t-3.4 

44.8• 

59.4+5.8 

55.1+4.5 

-3 .0  

-4 .0  

-5.( 

_q -6.( 

103/T ~ K 
1.10 1.20 

I I 

o o 

o 

Fig. 9. Arrhenius plot for CF1.0s decomposition under N2 

of the energy requirements for reaction. Although there are large uncertainties 
associated with the activation energies, it can still be seen that there is no system- 
atic dependence of Ea on F/C ratio. I t  should be noted f rom Table 1, that  those 
samples with smaller F/C ratios are less thermally stable but  the activation energies 
do not account for this observation. An alternate explanation is that  the less highly 
fluorinated samples have larger numbers of atoms other than fluorine bonded at 
the edge sites (presumably oxygen and hydrogen) and these weaker bonds are 
favored nucleation sites. 

Y. Thermal Anal. t t ,  t977 
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Matrix IR 

The argon-matrix IR spectra of the gaseous products from the decomposition 
of CFL12, CFl.o8 and CFo.Da were recorded with a wide range of products being 
observed. The most prominent absorptions were due to CF4, C~F~ and C2F6. 
These products appear in the spectrum of every sample at every temperature tried. 
In fact very little difference is seen either from one sample to another or from one 
temperature to another. 

Suggested decomposition mechanism 

It is possible to use the percent weight loss at completion of decomposition 
and the F/C ratio of the decomposition residue to write balanced equations where 
the fluorocarbon gases produced are represented by an empirical formula giving 
the average F/C ratio in all the product gases taken collectively. For example at 
553 ~ under vacuum: 

1.89 CFl.l~(Solid ) ~ 0.89 CFoa7(solid) + CF1.07(gases) 

The CF1.97 represents either the average empirical formula of all the gaseous prod- 
ucts or the empirical formula for a single gaseous product if only one is formed. 
Another example, for a decomposition at 593 ~ is: 

2.63 CFl.a2(solid ) ~ 1.63 CFo.or(solid) + CF~.8~(gases) 

For CF1.97 the F/C ratio of the gaseous products increase from ~2.0 to ,-~ 2.8 with 
increasing temperature; however, for CF0.a6 the equation 

2.50 CF0.96(solid) ~ 1.50 CF0.oa(solid ) + CF2.28(gases ) 

is approximately obeyed throughout the temperature range used. 
The mixture of CF4, C2F~ and C2F~ observed in the matrix IR and an average 

F/C ratio for all the product gases of about 2.0 is easily explained by assuming 
that the only abundant gaseous product is C2F~ but at higher temperatures other 
gases may arise from pyrolysis of the C2F4 on the hot walls of the furnace. This 
pyrolysis would produce the carbon deposits which have been observed on the 
hot zone of the glass jacket extending below the rnicrobalance and on the furnace 
of the matrix vacuum chamber along with CF 4 and C2F6. 

A consideration of these data and the kinetic results which indicated planar 
growth of nuclei, leads to the suggestion that the final decomposition step is 
occurring at the edges of the CFx crystallites, where the carbon atoms are already 
bonded to two fluorine atoms and the only requirement for the production of 
C2F~ is that two C - C  bonds be broken. See Fig. 10. As C - C  bonds are broken, 
additional F atoms migrate from the interior of the crystallite to the edge, filling 
the vacant bonding positions on the carbon radicals, and resulting in a return 
to graphite-like C - C  multiple bonds in the interior. This is consistent with the 
kinetic data which favor planar growth of the interface and with X-ray powder 
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diffraction results for the residues which show the presence of graphite. Using 
95 kcal/mole [11] for the strength of a C - C  single bond and 176 kcal/mole as 
the strength of the F2C = CFz bonds, a AH of + 89 kcal/mole can be calculated 
for loss of CzF 4. Because of the large spread in calculated activation energies, it is 
impossible to conclusively identify this process as the rate controlling one. In fact, 
because of the greater energy of the C - F  bond, fluorine migration may be rate 
controlling. The poorer fit of the Avrami equation with n = 2 in the later part 
of the decomposition may indicate that the kinetics have changed from being 
controlled by the rate of growth of nuclei to being controlled by the rate of diffu- 
sion-supplied fluorine atoms. 

F ~ 4c2F~ 

F F F F 

Fig. 10. Bond breakage scheme for CFx decomposition 

It has also been observed that, as little as 0.5 % fluorine in a one atmosphere 
fluorine/nitrogen mixture, is sufficient to completely inhibit the decomposition 
up to 795 ~ This may be explained by identifying C - C ,  C - O  or C - H  bond 
breakages as the nucleation process. The resulting radical sites would lead to the 
splitting off of C2F 4 groups and propagation of the radical as discussed above. 
If  the nucleation step is very  much slower than growth, the radicals produced in 
this step could be scavenged by fluorine atoms, thus breaking the reaction prop- 
agation chain. Sineel any weight change as a result of this reaction would depend 
on the nucleation #ate, no change would be observed over the times used in these 
experiments. 
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R~SUM~ -- La TG isotherme a 6t6 utilis6e pour  obtenir  des donn6es cin6tiques sur la d6compo- 
sition de CF x. Les courbes dormant le poids de l '6chantillon en fonction du temps ont 6t6 
energistr6es h diff6rentes temp6ratures, entre 450 et 650 ~ en atmosphere d 'azote et sous vide, 
sur des compos6s de composit ion CF0.61, CF0.96 et CFx.0s. Un  faible pourcentage de fluor duns 
l 'atmosph~ere s'est av6r6 inhiber  consid6rablernent la d6cornposition thermique. 

Ces r6sultats exp6rirnentaux ont 6t6 c0nfront6s ~ divers modules rnath6rnatiques. On a 
trouv6 un ajustement satisfaisant ~t 1'aide de l '6quation d'Avrarni,  - - In  (1--~) = (kt)", o~ ~ es 
l 'avancement de la r6action, k une constante de vitesse apparente et n u n  ordre de r6action 
apparent.  La valeur n = 2.0 correspond h une croissance duns le plan de la phase d6cornpos6e. 

Cette information a 6t6 cornbin6e avec des donn6es analytiques sur les produits de d6compo- 
sition gazeux et solides, afin de forrnuler un rn6canisrne d6taill6. 

Z U S A M M E N E A S S U N G  - -  Isotherm-thermogravirnetrische Analysen wurden durchgefiJhrt um 
kinetische Daten fiber die Zersetzung yon CF x zu erhalten. Probengewicht--Zei t -Kurven wur- 
den ffir Verbindungen rnit sttichiornetrischen Verh/iltnissen yon CFo.61, CFo.9~, CFL0s und 
CF~.12 bei verschiedenen Temperaturen im Bereich yon 450 ~ bis 650 ~ in Stickstoff sowie im 
Vakuurn aufgenomrnen. Ein geringer Prozentsatz an F lu f f  in der Atrnosph/ire wirkte stark 
inhibierend auf  die thermische Zersetzung. 

Diese Versuchsergebnisse wurden verschiedenen theoretischen Modellen angepasst und es 
wurde gezeigt, dass rnit Hilfe der Avrami-Gleichung -- in (1 -- ~) = (k t )  neine  befriedigende An-  
passung rn6glich ist, wobei ct = AusmaB der Reaktion,  k = scheinbare Geschwindigkeits- 
konstante  und n = scheinbare Reakt ionsordnung ist. Der angedeutete Wert n = 2.0 entspricht 
einer planaren Zunahrne der zersetzten Phasen. 

Diese Informat ion wurde mit analytischen Daten der gasf6rrnungen und festen Zerset- 
zungsprodukte kombiniert  urn einen Mechanismus in allen Einzelheiten zu formulieren. 
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Pe3IoMe - -  I/I30TepMn~ecrrI~-TepMorpaBnlMeTprlqecKni~ aHa~HBbI 6~inlz ncno~I ,  BoBam, i ~ t  

n o n y ~ e n ~  KkmeTntIecrmx ~armbix no  paanoxenHm C F  x. B~ina llonytIeI-mi rprmble a KOOp~l~naTax 
Bee o6pa3aa - -  BpeM~/ ~Irl coe;~aHennR CTeXI~OMeTprl~IeeKOrO COCTaBa CFo.6t, CF0.a~, CFt,0s a 
CFt.I~ n p a  necrom, r a x  p a 3 ~ m ~ i x  reMIIepaTypax B o6nacTa 4500--650 ~ r a t  B axMocd~epe 
a3oTa, Tar ~ B aaryyMe. He6o3mmoe npotteHTHOe coRep)Ka~rte qbTopa a aTMOCqbepe CaZtbHO 
nonaBa~eT TepMlt~ecKoe pa3ao)remae. 3rcneprr~enTan~Hble pe3yzmTaTbI 6~IOm ~O~CTaanen~I B 
paaza~rnae TeopeTa~eerJae Mo~e~a H 6~iao ~ a~eHo ,  ~TO y~oBaex~oprlTeahHoe C0OTBelCTB~e 
nony~eno nlOa acnora,3oBarmn ypaaHemm A~paMa - - l n ( l - - ~ )  ----- (kt) ~, r~e ~ - -  cTenerm pear-  
Una, k - -  ra~cymaacz xOnCTanTa cropocT~, a n -  ~a~,aymafica nopa~or  p e a ~ .  Yxaaaao 
3Ha~enl~e n - -  2, rOTopoe COOTBeTCTByeT rmaaapHoMy pocTy qba3l, i paa~toz<ert~8. IIony~en~taz 
nnqbopMa~ta o6~e~naeHa c aHannTn~eCrnMa ~aHrmiMa no raaoo6paarrSIM ri TBep~a~n~ npo~yr-  
TaM paano~rerm~, ~T06~I CqbopMynnpoBaT~, :IeTa~bm,n~ Mexa~3M. 
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